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Uki Teen Selected to Attend
National Youth Science Forum
by Tessa Martin
Uki local and Murwillumbah High
School student Merryn Taylor has
been selected to attend the
National Youth Science Forum to
be held in January 2011 in
Canberra and Perth.
The Forum, which has been
inspiring futures for 27 years,
brings together Australia’s brightest
young scientific minds for twelvedays of lively debates on major
scientific issues, and interactions
with some of the country’s premier
research teams.

about their local regions and areas
of science”, said Geoff Burchfield,
National Youth Science Forum
Director.
“When given the opportunity to get
together and discover the diversity
that a career in the sciences can
offer they soon realise that their
nerve and imagination are their
only restraints.”
“Merryn was nominated for the
Forum by the Rotary Club of
Murwillumbah Central,” said Deb
Cross, parent.

Young Uki scientist Merryn Taylor

“Each year the students come to
the Forum armed with knowledge

“I’m so proud that she is one of
only 432 Year 11 students selected
to attend from nearly two thousand
applicants”.

The region might well be a hotbed
for budding scientists with three
other local students also accepted
to attend the Forum.

Locals Urged to
Oppose Byrrill
Creek Dam

dam. They are asking locals to
write to the Minister for Water and
object to the damming of Byrril
Creek, declaring Byrrill Creek to be
one of the few remaining areas of
significant ecological value in the
Shire and the whole of Australia.

proposed water demand strategy
which included the option to build a
dam at Byrrill Creek.

by Tessa Martin

The Centre’s campaign follows extensive lobbying by community representatives from Tweed Shire
Council’s Community Working
Group (CWG) earlier this year in
response to Tweed Shire Council’s

The Caldera Environment Centre
and concerned Byrrill Creek residents are urging locals to get behind them in their continued fight
against the proposed Byrrill Creek
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The Draft Tweed River Area Unregulated and Alluvial Water Sharing Plan 2009 included a prohibition of the Byrrill Creek Dam, because of its high ecological and
conservation riparian status. In
September 2009 Tweed Shire
Council applied to amend this
clause to allow the dam,
continued page 3
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Community Notices
RENTAL DESPERATELY, DESPERATELY WANTED! Well-known
local family (2 adults/ 3 children) looking for 3-bdrm house in Uki or
surrounds. A+ rental track record and references available, email
michelle@culturalgardens.org.au or ph 0423 489 208.

RAW VEGAN POTLUCK/CLASSES Are you ready for a quantum
shift in your life? Learn how to prepare vibrantly alive, delicious,
raw vegan food. You will find more energy, better health and a
more positive outlook as you adopt this natural way of eating, the
most Earth and animal-friendly diet. 3rd Thursday of the month
(next dates 21 Oct, 18 Nov). Bring a plate of organic raw food (no
meat, dairy, eggs, fish, sugar etc) to share. Enquiries 6679 5863.
AUTISM EXPERT AT UKI There is an increasing number of Autistic children needing treatment. Currently main stream medicine
can only treat them with "calming medication". This becomes a
lifelong problem for parents, carers and society. Michel Sichel is a
ADHD specialist, ND DO; PhD Health Ed who has a proven record
of success in reversing Autism spectrum disorder in children. He
will speak about The Causes, the Results and the Reversal of Autism Spectrum Disorders at the Science-Art Centre (aka Castle on
the Hill Learning Centre) Sun 24 Oct and is available for private
consultation Mon 25 Oct. Check out www.adhd-specialist.com. For
further info, Irene Brown, 6679 5442, irene@castleonhill.com
IMAGES OF UKI ART EXHIBITION Applications for this year’s
Images of Uki art exhibition are now open. The exhibition is part of
the annual Ukitopia Festival. Application forms available online at

New Management
New Menu New Smiles!
Open 7 days for breakfast, lunch & good coffee!
Fully licensed Ph 6679 5351

ukitopiaartscollective.com, from Uki Café, and all other art hot
spots. For info, Lisa Gair, Studio 9 Gallery, the Butter Factory, Uki.
BIO-ORGANIC FARM WALK & OPEN DAY After the success of
the first Open Day at their organic farm, Avi and Zehavit Mishtler
invite you to another one, 9 Oct, 10am. Come and see all the care
that goes into growing certified organic fruit and veg. With special
guest speaker, gourmet organic coffee or chai, and light lunch.
Corner Boulder Close/ Kyogle Rd, Byangum, ph 6672 7078 or
email organic_farm@bigpond.com for more info.
TOUCH FOOTY Uki Sports & Rec Club wants to remind you
Touch Footy Season is upon us. Sign-on has finished, but more
players, male and female, always welcome. Join now!
UKI RED CROSS Uki Red Cross closed off another successful
year, as reported by President Pauline Carroll at the July AGM.
She thanked Members for their hard work and recognised local
businesses and the community for their continued support. During
the last 12 months, Uki Red Cross sent over $5,000 to the Red
Cross Head Office. Zone Rep. Marie Ivor took the chair for election
of Officers: President, P Carroll; Vice Presidents, H Fleming and J
Armour; Secretary, D Saunders; Assistant Secretary, V Bell;
Treasurer, B Brims. On Friday 3 December, Uki Red Cross will
hold its Christmas Appeal street stall and luncheon in Uki Hall.
They are seeking donations of cash, cooking, craft or any saleable
goods to help raise funds for those in need. Please contact Joy
Armour or Pauline Carroll if you can help, 6679 5297.

Marquees cool rooms
Tables chairs glassware
www.marqueeandpartyhire.com.au
ph (02) 66797 395 mob 0429 872 386

The Uki News, PO Box 141, Uki NSW 2484
Email the Editor, Tessa Martin:
theukinews@hotmail.com
Issue 56 deadline 22 Nov, distribution 7 Dec 2010
UKIRA is the Uki Village and Districts Residents’
Association Incorporated, a non-profit community
organisation that provides a forum for residents to
discuss and act upon local issues. Contact President
Samuel Quint on 6679 5921. Meetings are held 1st
Tuesday each month in Uki Hall at 7pm. Come
along next month.
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ADVERTISING RATES: Business card size $25,
Quarter page $55, Half page $90, Full page $175,
Half page Advertorial $90, includes write-up about
your business and Business card size ad.
All advertisers will be invoiced.
Disclaimer: the opinions and views expressed in this newsletter are the
contributors’ own and not necessarily those of Uki News nor of UKIRA.

www.ukivillage.com.au

UKIRA Report
UKIRA has been busy with lots of ‘background work’
over the last few months that will hopefully lay the
foundations for positive developments during the coming months.
The committee has been researching the installation
of Solar Electric Panels on The Buttery. We have obtained quotes from local providers for a quality installation that will take advantage of generous government
rebates, putting money back into the community. We
are looking at a ‘whole of life’ cost benefit analysis and
will proceed if the numbers stack up.
UKIRA has put a request to Tweed Shire Council for
some road and drainage works to be undertaken along
Milsom’s Lane (behind the Main Street). This area has
long been a bit of an eyesore with constant pooling of
water, creating a mess in the village centre.
Negotiations have been ongoing with Uki CTC regard-

POSITION VACANT
Do you love organising things? Throw a mean party? Then you
should apply for the MARKET COORDINATOR position responsible for coordinating the monthly Uki Buttery Bazaar held at Uki
Buttery. This is a volunteer position, but the rewards are plentiful!
Phone 6679 5855 NOW fore more info!

Herbs for Wellbeing
Promoting the appreciation, education, benefits, culture,
education and freedom for all natural plants and herbs.

PRODUCT OF THE MONTH:
NATURAL BAMBOO CHARCOAL
Used for 1000s of years in Japan.
It absorbs odours, mould and moisture try it in your boots, closets and home.
It cleans water use in drink bottles or water tanks.
It absorbs radiation place it next to your computer.

by Samuel Quint, President
ing the upkeep and maintenance of the village website, ukivillage.com.au. The aim is to provide a functional site that can be maintained with relative ease.
Uki looks set to benefit from some funding to promote
sustainable communities through the Northern Rivers
Foodlinks Project which will see residents access free
fruit and nut trees to plant on nature strips. In keeping
with a general drive to improve the aesthetic and functional appeal of our local streetscapes, UKIRA has
been integral in locating a position (at Sweetnam Park)
for a totem poles art project made by local artists both
young and old.
And finally, a big thank you to all who participated in
the recent National Tree Day plantings held at the Uki
Waste Water Treatment Plant. The recycled water
from plant feeds trees, which in turn provide food for
the Koala population at the Currumbin Wildlife Sanctuary. Great Work!
continued from page 1
as one of the options for the future water supply of the
Tweed and the proposed Kings Forest and Cobaki
Lakes developments.
Originally due to be legislated and released in April,
the new Tweed Water Sharing Plan is now due to be
released in early October 2010 and become law for
the next ten years. This new plan does not include the
prohibition of Byrrill Creek Dam.
This is despite an in depth submission illustrating the
conservation values of the area, presented to the Minister for Water by former CWG representative Joanna
Gardner in May and approximately 100 letters supporting that the prohibition be retained.
The Department of Water has indicated that all letters
submitted were duly assessed and were reason to
delay the release of the legislation.
“Our submission and letters earlier this year really did
make a difference,” said Joanna Gardener. “We are
urging locals to help pressure the Department of Water once more while they are in the final stages of formulating the Tweed River Area Unregulated and Alluvial Water Sharing Plan”.
“We are asking locals to specifically write to the Minister requesting the legislation to include a prohibition
on damming the catchment of Byrrill Creek”.

(next to Uki Takeaway)

“Without this specification, Tweed Shire Council is
given a green light to move forward on their plans to
include Byrrill Creek Dam as an option for a Tweed
Water supply in the future”.

Ph: 02 6679 4103
Check out our website:
www.happyhighherbs.com

For further info and letter requirements contact Joanna Gardener on 6679 7039 or go to
www.calderaenvironmentcentre.org

Open 10 to 5, 7 days a week
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5Rhythms® in Uki

Uki Historical Society

Where Movement Becomes Medicine

by Helena Duckworth

We are born into bodies that are relatively fluid and
free. Throughout childhood and life we often encounter circumstance and emotion which we are unable to
accommodate into this elemental fluidity. The body
and the soul become dislodged and divided, we
freeze and harden. Our bodies hold the experience
within us, locked up as immobile energy. This holding
becomes habitual, leading us to treat our bodies mechanically. In many ways we feel and get stuck.
The practice of 5Rhythms® teaches how to let in and
digest the power of all our experiences and to let
them go. We learn to free this trapped vitality to reclaim more movement and freedom. The more fully
and creatively we can live, the more fluid we become
mentally, physically, emotionally and spiritually.
Founder Gabrielle Roth says, “Movement is my medicine, my meditation, my metaphor and my method, a
living language we can rely on to tell us the truth
about who we are and where we are going.”
Accredited teacher Geash Bowler holds classes in Uki
Hall Thursdays, 7-9pm. There is no right or wrong, no
steps to learn. This is a journey into your authentic
self. All you need is a breathing body and a willingness to move... out of the head and into the body!
Phone 0428 868 867, email geash@5rhythms.co.nz

This issue features Gerald Parker. The Society was
instrumental in the naming of the park situated to the
south of the village. Gerald Parker Park is well used
by picnickers, as an overnight caravan stop and by
hoons who mess up the grounds with churning
doughnuts and burnouts.
Gerald Parker was a bachelor who resided at his farm
'Beechwood' now 'Tarcoola'. His holding spread to the
Uki village. He was a most sociable, generous fellow,
with fingers in many pies. He was a larger than life
character, always ready for a drink and a yarn.
The Catholic Church owned the land where the Uki
Guesthouse now stands. Not really large enough for a
church, school and convent. So, Gerald donated his
land along the creek where St. Columba's and the
flats that once housed the Convent still remain.
The following is a quote from Norco - 20 Years of Progress: “The establishment of the factory at Uki was
due to...Mr. Gerald Parker who canvassed for
it...because he realised that if dairying was to be
made a success in the district their cream must be
treated nearer to home. The rapid increase in turnover at the factory has fully proved this.”
In an excerpt from The Way it Was, Martin Fitzhenry
recalls, "I remember when Gerald Parker died...All
around where he lived there was all these old Irish
families...When Gerald died they put the body up on
the dining room table, laid it out there and they had a
wake and it must've lasted for two days. They sang,
they chanted, and were full of rum and whiskey...I
walked in and I can still see him spread out on this big
table."
It is ironic that Gerald Parker Park fronts the busy
Kyogle road and is often used by the police as a good
spot to set up their RBT. I wonder how often Gerald
was under the weather in charge of a horse and sulky
as he travelled home?
The Society Office is open Fridays 10am-4pm. Meetings every 2nd Saturday 10am. Phone 6679 5890.

TWEED
VALLEY
•
•
•

Denture Clinic

Full Dentures
Full Dentures
over Implants
Partial Dentures

•
•
•

Relines
Repairs
Mouthguards

Ian Kingston - Dental Prosthetist
131 Main Street, Murwillumbah, Phone 6672 4618
(next to the Imperial Hotel, Wheelchair Access)
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Baby Flying Fox Season

Police Overtime

by Dave Pinson, Bat Coordinator

by Deb Burke
24 hour
HOTLINE:
02 6672 4789

People may have noticed the small colony of flyingfoxes living next to the bridge on the southern side at
Uki. This over-wintering in small numbers has become
the norm after previous illegal habitat destruction gave
them little choice in batty real estate.
With summer approaching, however, we will soon see
the return to the Tweed of the usual numbers of heavily pregnant females arriving back to give birth, starting
around the first week of October. Again, this is part of
the normal cycle and will see numbers naturally swell
and take up occupancy in the usual site amongst Centennial Park on the north-eastern side of the bridge.
With the increase in numbers, our small bat team
within Tweed Valley Wildlife Carers (TVWC) will become busy with orphaned babies and increased rescues from barbed wire fences, loose fruit netting and
power-line electrocutions. We now carry out over 150
bat rescues per year alone.
Unfortunately in some past years, a sudden surge of
orphaned flying-fox pups centred in and around the
Uki colony led experts to conclude that the only probable factor was illegal shooting of lactating mothers
within a 10km feeding radius of the colony.
No shooting licences have been issued for the northern rivers for many years now. We would like to remind the Uki community that Grey-headed flying-foxes
are listed as Vulnerable to extinction and it is a serious
state and federal offence to harass, harm or kill such
animals. Therefore, we urge anyone witnessing any
such illegal activities to report to the DECC on 02 6670
8600, or the Police. Both would be most interested to
hear from you.
Illegal shooting of nursing mothers causes a prolonged
and distressing death from dehydration, starvation and
maggots for their babies left behind to die in the colony
at night. This cruel death can take up to seven days.

This information is provided as part of the NSW Police Service
Neighbourhood Watch Program
Police numbers have decreased on the Tweed, but
overtime hours have increased. This means that police will still be able to apply the spontaneous foot patrols in and around Uki village. The focus of these patrols will be observation of hooning, as there are residents of Uki who still persist in driving at 80 km per
hour in the school zone, doing burnouts near children’s playgrounds, and parking on the corner on
both sides of Rowlands Ck Rd, outside the Uki Cafe.
The other focus of police in Uki village is the behaviour of some of our young people and their drug use.
Police are able to search teenagers deemed to be
displaying suspicious behaviour and have assured
Neighbourhood Watch that they will be doing so.
A group of vigilant parents have been working in conjunction with police in order to keep Uki free from
problematic behaviour that affects us all as a community.
surrounding Uki and the Tweed in general.
(2). If you see an injured or orphaned bat; despite all
good intentions, please do not touch. Whilst there is
one (and only one) disease you could catch from a
bat, the animal would have to physically bite you. You
are actually about 30,000 times more likely to be killed
by a car than a bat. We carers however, are vaccinated against this rare disease, and all we ask is that
you do not touch. Instead, simply call our 24-hour hotline on 02 6672 4789. One of our carers will be out as
soon as possible.
(3). If you see a flying-fox on power-lines, please report it to the group. In most cases the adult will be
dead, but, in almost all cases, if the bat is a mother
with “baby on board”, the baby will be very much alive.
Our wonderful Country Energy linesmen are highly
skilled with retrieving such pups.

Flying-foxes in the past have been much maligned, but
these gentle creatures truly are nature’s natural gardeners, and with vital pollination and seed dispersal
are quoted as being worth over $400 million to the
Australian timber industry alone.
We at TVWC would therefore ask three favours of the
Uki community this season:
(1). Even if you do not particularly love them, please,
at least tolerate these animals and let them go about
their nightly business. They are after all, largely responsible for the tourism-generating natural forests
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An accredited,
quality B&B

A View of
Mt Warning
Bed & Breakfast

Delicious breakfasts,
spacious suites, stunning views,
private entrances and verandas,
comfortable beds.
28 Glenock Road, Uki
Phone 02 6679 5068
www.mtwarningview.com
accom@mtwarningview.com
www.ukivillage.com.au

A D V E R T O R I A L

Uki Real Estate Turns Two!
Uki Real Estate recently turned two, how time has
flown! The agency only started with an office of two
staff, Principals Paul Stobbie and Christian Huettner,
who decided to give Uki a go with a small and
independent Real Estate office after having both
worked in Murwillumbah
Real Estate for a combined
eight years previously.

expect the same exacting service and dedication to
results when dealing with Jayne at Uki Real Estate.
Due to the increase in staff numbers, the business has
had to move to bigger premises. Not far however, only
next door! You can now find Uki Real Estate in what
was previously the Sai Light
clothing shop.

The new office offers more
comfort to those dropping in
to discuss their real estate
needs. It also comes with
much needed advertising
space for the agency’s ever
growing database of listings.
Uki Real Estate opened its
During the last two years,
doors with approximately
Uki Real Estate has steadily
twenty listings two years
The Uki Real Estate team from left: Marta Stobbie, Susan Rothwell,
grown to a team of six with
ago and this has swelled to
Paul Stobbie (Principal), Jyoti Windshuttle and Jayne Le Mass
the recent appointment of
around eighty at present.
sales consultant Jayne Le Mass, whom many will
“Thank you to all who have entrusted the sale of their
know as the always professional, friendly and
properties to us and to everyone who has been
courteous bar maid at local watering hole Mount
confident enough to allow our office to assist them with
Warning Hotel.
their property search,” said Paul Stobbie, Principal.
Jayne comes to Uki Real Estate with a background in
If you are selling or buying property in or around Uki,
commercial real estate with Jones Lang Wootton and
the team at Uki Real Estate should be your first stop!
extensive experience in customer service. You can
Despite facing the Global
Financial
Crisis,
a
rollercoaster real estate
market and the usual
challenges of setting up a
small business, the agency
is still going strong.

Heather McClelland (CMCAPA) has set up
a counseling and psychotherapy practice in Uki

OTHERWISE THERAPY
Heather is a Body Psychotherapist offering hands on biodynamic massage and utilising strengths based narrative approaches in her work.
• Huge range of solar hot water systems
• Solar Hot Water from $695.00
• Latest technology

James McLaughlan Plumber Lic 103573C
Mob: 0439 010386

Phone: (02) 66795603 or 0423693744
Email: heather@otherwisetherapy.com www.otherwisetherapy.com
Heather hopes to offer groups, including help for parents, specially
teaching body strategies for helping themselves and their children with
anger and anxiety. She and Bryan offer Couples Enrichment
weekends as well.

UKI POST OFFICE &

h~| `táátzx
Come along and enjoy a purely relaxing massage, or
let me work on those tight knotty spots with some deep tissue
work, and let the body begin to heal itself.
Therapeutic, Relaxation, Deep Tissue work, Reflexology,
Aromatherapy massage
Very affordable prices!
By appointment only, phone 6679 5999
But only if you want to feel good!

ctâÄt Vtäx Qualified Massage Therapist
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NEWSAGENCY
*Post Billpay *Faxing

Peter

*Photocopying

Philippa

*Newspaper

Lyn

*Magazine *Office
item needs

Open weekdays
7am-5pm, Sat
7am-12pm, Sun
7.30-11am
Ph 6679 5101,
Fax 6679 4012
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Practically Native

After the Lord Mayor’s Show

practical, pertinent & reliable local info

by Rev’d John Tyman Holy Trinity Anglican Church

by Deborah Burke
With the coming of spring come property and garden
jobs. With the coming of fireflies, butterflies, baby
animals and swooping magpies, come pest and
disease control. There are several organic controls
that are effective and available to everyone.
Condy’s Crystals for powdery mildew control. Use 1
gram of crystals per 1 litre of water and apply foliar
spray at once. Repeat in 7 to 10 days if necessary.
Also for the treatment of infections in poultry. Use 1
gram per 2 litres in drinking water. This solution can
also be applied directly to legs, combs, ear and eye
areas even where skin is broken.
Oil Spray for sap sucking insect control. Use 1kg of
soap (pure) and 8 litres of vegetable oil. Mix these two
and boil, stirring until you have a dense mixture.
When cooled but not cold, dilute to 20 times the
volume of water. This mixture must be used within 24
hours as it will separate.
Fruit Fly Spray for the control of fruit fly, aphids, curly
leaf and tomato wilt. Use 15 ltrs water, add 1 kg sugar
(dissolved), 1 ltre seawater, 1 ltre molasses. Add
diatomaceous earth (buy commercially) until mixture
is creamy. Apply as spray to both sides of leaves.
Mustard Spray for scale control. Part ground mustard
seeds (if they are not ground enough your spray
nozzle will clog) to 20 parts water. Mix well and spray.
Avoid contact with skin and eyes.
Milk Spray for the treatment of ALL mildews. Plants,
household, hay, ANYTHING. Use equal parts milk
and water and spray on. Repeat every 2 days until
mildew is gone. Particularly good for old saddles,
boots etc. Same mixture, but with warm water, for the
treatment of conjunctivitis in children and animals.
Fact sheets available and workshop on natural
controls on Sunday 3 October at 10am at Uki buttery.
On Golden Rain Tree... more success with salt on
larger saplings (2.5cm diameter) than smaller ones.
They are easier to manage effectively after this size.

Practically Native
local land use consultancy service in a oneone-stopstop-shop
Want to really know a property? Your Practically Native consultant
will meet with you to define your hopes, dreams, short- and long-term
goals. This is followed by a visual inspection of the property, pH tests on
water and soil to ascertain biological or chemical contamination, species assessment, including rare and endangered ones and environmental weeds, and viability check of fences, gates, outbuildings and
pasture. All findings are presented to you in a written report.
Deb Burke
35 years local knowledge & national accreditation in:
Conservation, Land Management, Ag & Vet Chemcert

02 6679 5853 / debburkeis@yahoo.com.au
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Though I prefer to say things that are positive and
encouraging, it is difficult not to be depressed after the
election... any election! The major parties in their desperate
quest for power lean over backwards to offer us the things
they know we want - not what the world needs, but what we
want - and as a result the ugly underbelly of our nation is
exposed for all to see.
Elections in Australia can be particularly humiliating for
Christians, as voting seems to reveal the worst side of
zealots, never the best. A pastor in Brisbane tells his
congregation that they should not vote for an atheist,
forgetting from recent history the world has more to fear
from those who wreak havoc in the name of their God.
Fundamentalists with political interests are also inclined at
such times to pontificate on what is morally right or wrong.
They never speak of Christ’s call to love - not "free love", of
course, but the love that is measured by sacrifice, the love
that might cost us something… as a nation. In fortress
Australia, the needs of the wider world are ignored,
because they don't vote, and those who do vote are
indulged. Afghan refugees, for example, would be forgiven
if they assumed that Jesus walked on the water to stop the
boats. There are Australians still who would rather be
proud than rich, but they carry little weight these days. At
such times the gloss of democracy is tarnished and the
attractions of an enlightened dictator cannot be denied (as
long as he/she is not a religious fundamentalist) as such
persons are not hogtied by public opinion but can do what
they believe to be right.
Joan Van Lieshout is quoted as ridiculing the independents
(who chose to support the existing government) because
they took so long to make up their minds when she only
needed a couple of minutes. The difference is, of course,
they were focusing on the national interest (though they
may lose their seats as a result at the next election) and
such an attitude is rare among politicians.
When I was a kid growing up east of London, the Lord
Mayor held a yearly show in which carriages drawn by
horses were paraded through the city to entertain the
crowds. En route the horses did their bit for the city’s
gardeners and after they had passed there were those who
collected their offerings, hence the phrase "After the Lord
Mayor's show" - which refers to what remains after the
politicians have passed us by. Anyone have a shovel?

LOOKING FOR A POSITIVE AND COMPLETE
APPROACH TO HEALTH & WELLBEING?
TRY DRU YOGA!
Designed to be practised by people
of all abilities, fitness levels and age
groups, Dru is a style of yoga that
can be quickly dipped into or learnt
in more depth over a lifetime.

Classes at Uki Hall
Mon 6pm, Wed 8:30am
Debbie Hodge Ph 66795905
For M’bah classes ph 66724215
www.ukivillage.com.au

Piracy... Shiver Me Timbers
by Robert Harrell
Clients often ask me about using pirated software. I
have always been amazed by the price one must pay to
use original software. Why must you pay so much for
something sold by the millions?
Then there is multimedia piracy of music and videos.
Would it be wiser to charge less, so more can afford it?
I still hear of movies grossing huge amounts of dosh, so
it cannot be hurting the movie industry that much.
Musicians still get well paid and from what I have seen,
most listeners want the CD and the accompanying
literature as well, so they tend to buy, after a try… so do
many DVD owners.
Most people do the correct thing and buy software; you
get the support and maybe the free upgrades. I do think
that Microsoft and software developers have had us
over a barrel for many years.
It is illegal to use pirated software in this country and it
has been a while since I last did. From about 1999 to
2002 its use was not seen as "wrong" or "stealing”.
Would I have picked up the knowledge of using this
software if I had not? Would I have enjoyed the IT
experience? Would hard up students suffer…
Just think where the world would be without Windows,
for it must have been the most copied software in the
world. No nerds, no obese game playing teenagers, no
online news, weather and sport, no email. No
information. BLISS… LOL.

Need Health Advice?
Dial 1800 022 222
by Geoffrey Colwill
When it comes to health, we could all do with some
good advice at times. That’s the idea behind Healthdirect Australia, a FREE* 24-hour telephone health advice line staffed by Registered Nurses providing expert health advice fast.
You can use this 24-hour service any time you are
anxious about any health issue. The hotline also provides general health information and can direct you to
local health services. Simply dial 1800 022 222.
We used this service twice recently when one of our
children was sick – once when we couldn’t get a doctor’s appointment for four days and the second time at
10 pm – each time they were really helpful.
I decided to use my regular spot to promote this
health hotline instead of giving business advice, as
neither our medical practice nor any of our
neighbours knew of this great service. I’m putting
some fridge magnets with the Healthdirect number on
the counter at the post office. First come, first served.
Some more handy info can be found on
www.healthinsite.gov.au, a gateway to health info.
*Calls from landlines are free, mobile charges may apply

*Installations *Repairs & Supplies

www.sunbeamsolar.com.au

Need MYOB Bookkeeping or General
Finance Advice?
Geoffrey Colwill is experienced in finance, real estate, marketing
and computing. Best of all, he provides people service! After
working as Findhorn’s Finance Director for the last 8 years, he is
back in the area to help run your business more smoothly!
“We have found Geoffrey to be very thorough, diligent, and a man of
enormous integrity. He has been a Godsend.”
James & Beth McLaughlan, Solarwise

To find out how your business can benefit,
contact Geoffrey now on 6679 4231 or
geoffrey.colwill@findhorn.cc
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Want Something To Smile About?
Then make an appointment today
with your local Dentist at Uki Dental Surgery!
All general and cosmetic dentistry
Hicaps available
1448 Kyogle Road, Uki, phone 6679 4011, behind Uki Pharmacy
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by Paola Emma Federation of Australian Astrologers’ Diploma and
Gold Medal for Excellence 2007, your local astrologer since 1985

In August, Venus and Mars began a fascinating
dance in the evening sky that will continue, off and
on, until May 2011. One of their closest encounters
will occur on October 4 in the Sign of Scorpio.
Looking West after sunset we can witness this event
firsthand. This meeting is providing an opportunity to
integrate masculine and feminine energies, the call
for receptivity to other people’s feelings with the need
to be assertive and stand up for our rights.
Our sister planet will transit Scorpio until early 2011,
providing many openings to explore the deeper side
of our relationships, those feelings we may find
difficult to acknowledge because we consider them
non appropriate or because they are so powerful they
might scare us. New relationships of a particularly
intense kind may arise at this time, while in depth
understanding and authentic intimacy could be
achieved in established relationships too.
On October 8 Venus will begin her forty days
backward journey, slowly retracing her steps toward
the Sun, disappearing in the glow of the setting Sun
on October 19. She will be absent only for a short
while, reappearing in the East before sunrise in her
next incarnation as a Libra Morning Star (heliacal
rising) around the middle of November.
This backward motion represents a chance to revisit
ideals of love and relating, bringing back the past in
our lives, symbolically or tangibly, feelings we haven’t
had or people we haven’t seen for a long time.
Negatively this transit could awaken the less desirable
aspects of Scorpio, especially while Mars is transiting
the same Sign until October 28. The intensity that
colours Scorpio’s loving emotions can also apply to
negative ones, worsening our dislike of some people
or accentuating the negative perception of our
relationships’ issues, leaving us with a feeling of
mistrust that could take a long time to heal.
For more about current and future transits, check out:
www.livingmoonastrology.wordpress.com

Uki Holistic Health Practitioner
Takes to the World Stage
At the 63rd session of the World Health Assembly in
Geneva in May this year, Uki resident and One Health
Organisation CEO Jimi Wollumbin addressed UN representatives on the relevance of integrative and holistic medical practices in advancing global health in
front of 1700 delegates from 350 international NGO’s.
As a result of further discussions with the United Nations DPI/NGO Executive Committee, the conference
declaration was amended to specifically urge the prioritisation of integrative health and nutritional plans. It
was submitted to the UN General Assembly at the
world summit in New York in September.
“We’re very happy to have affected some changes in
the declaration”, said Mr Wollumbin. “Those few
words change the feeling of the declaration in an important way, and are a step in the right direction”.
Prior to the conference One Health conducted a National Practitioner Survey on the relevance of holistic
medical practices and traditional medicine in meeting
the Millennium Development Goals (MDG’s), the primary focus of this year’s conference. Results confirmed no less than 82% agreed with the need for an
integrated approach to international aid. “The fact that
practitioners across Australia feel that holistic health
care has a role to play in international development
gave us the confidence to push this issue at the conference,” explained Mr Wollumbin.
“During discussions with the Executive Committee
discussions I emphasised the Beijing Declaration,
adopted by the World Health Organisation Congress
on Traditional Medicine in Bejing in 2008. It acknowledged that 85% of healthcare practitioners around the
globe practice traditional and alternative medicine,
and that this represents an under-utilised resource”.
“The conference has highlighted that the skills of holistic medicine practitioners are not only of great relevance to advancing global health, but are also urgently needed right now. Australian practitioners can
contact One Health for support,” said Mr Wollumbin.
For more info go to www.un.org.au or
www.onehealthorganisation.org.

Uki
Supermarket
Friendly Service...
Groceries
Fruit & Veg
Gluten-free
& Organic
Products

Meat
Ice
Fuel
Gas
DVD hire

Open weekdays 7.30am to 6pm
Sat & Sun 8am-5pm
Main Street, Uki Ph: 6679 5136
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An Alternative View: Allowing Children To Just Be
People concerned with police and youth violence or societal violence generally, could look at Joseph Pearce’s The
Biology of Transcendence to notice brain development of
children raised in gentle, positive environments and those
raised in the other.
The human brain has evolved from reptilian to mammalian
to the development of a neo-cortex that is far more developed in humans than any other species. Pearce suggests
that with such an evolved neo-cortex, we have the ability
to transcend incidents that might normally incite violence,
by being beyond violence in tolerance and patience.
Research from 1998 Pearce says shows “how a mother
who is emotionally mature, stable, loved and feels secure
gives birth to a child with an advanced forebrain, and Allen
Schore’s work showing that an infant protected and nurtured has a larger pre-frontal growth after birth and maintains that growth during the toddler period if nurturing is
unbroken.”
However, in our society the environment for child development is generally so limiting that the necessary neural
pathways in the neo-cortex leading to the possibility of
transcendence are not being formed.
In our society children are generally not nurtured so much
as trained; trained to give up who they are; trained to the
extinguishment of the light that they bring to the world.
They begin their training with medically intervened births.
They are trained to the bottle rather than the breast,
trained to shit right, trained, according to Schore, from 11
to 17 months to prohibitions on average every 9 minutes,

by Geoff Dawe

and trained to what society thinks they should know in
schools. We still ignore the studies at least 50 years old
that show 95% of a child’s knowledge occurs in response
to the environment, while only 5% occurs from verbal instructions. The adult world insists upon imposing its will,
and the genius in all the children is withheld because in
learning we are not evolved enough to merely give them
the knowledge they ask for or are inclined toward.
At a Federal “education revolution” level, movement is
toward rating schools, teachers and children on performance. More pressure; more stampede toward the reptilian
part of the brain concerned with fight or flight. It is the action of governments who remain visionless because they
believe “it’s the economy, stupid!”, and there must be increases in production. If the children have to be thrown to
the wheels of technocracy, so be it! Increasing violence is
a natural part of this, and blaming or punishing violent
people is part of the violence.
The path to a non-violent society lies in ensuring in particular that pregnant women feel safe and provided for. It
also lies in allowing children to just be, rather than expecting them to perform, and readapting the whole society if
necessary to bring that about. For baby boomers who fear
the possibility of the ensuing licentiousness of children, I
recommend the easily read Summerhill by A.S. Neill,
about a school he ran that successfully allowed free-will in
children and teachers. His follow-up book, Freedom Not
License, was written because the unfree have difficulty
giving freedom. There lies the crux of the matter!
A D V E R T O R I A L

Uki Takeaway Goes Vegetarian!
After successfully taking over Uki Takeaway earlier
this year, Lorraine and Glen Ratjens have now been
joined by Jodie Hardy, a health food and vegan chef
from a local health retreat.
While Glen continues to expand on his authentic Indian curries, Jodie specialises in creating healthy
takeaway and vegetarian food options. She has also
created a new brekkie wrap to match the shop’s new
opening time of 10am. Look out for Jodie’s sushi, salads, and other healthy options.
To keep all locals happy, Uki Takeaway will of course
continue to offer its existing much loved takeaway options. The snack bar recently expanded its pizza
menu and moved its legendary lamb burger to its
main menu, along with its sumptuous Satay beef burger, and choice Caesar chicken burger.

Pizza, BBQ Chooks, Burgers, Fish & Chips,
Daily Blackboard Specials & Healthy Vegetarian Options
Mon, Tue, Wed: 10am-7pm

Phone orders welcome

Thurs, Fri, Sat: 10am-9pm

6679 5316

Sun 10am-6pm
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The Takeaway’s new marinated and stuffed chickens
are proving very popular also. Make sure to phone
ahead when ordering one to make sure you don’t
miss out!
So, next time you are craving good food fast, call into
Uki Takeaway and their menu will be sure to have an
option to satisfy your appetite!
www.ukivillage.com.au

TWEED RIVER ART GALLERY
A Tweed Shire Council community facility
2 Mistral Rd, Murwillumbah
P: 02 6670 2790 E: tweedart@tweed.nsw.gov.au
Open 10am to 5pm Wed to Sun, closed Mon, Tue

1 October - 28 November

12 November – 5 December

Zhongjian: Midway A showcase of work by 14 contemporary artists from China and
Australia featuring painting,
sculpture, installation and
video.

“Smile”: 14th Les Peterkin
Portrait Prize for Children
(LPPP) this year over 1000
smiling portraits were submitted by students from 19 local
primary schools.

Robert Ryan Before
9/11/2001 the term “Chatter”
evoked images of people engaged in social conversation,
post 9/11 the term has been
used to describe sinister global
chit-chat monitored by Government agencies. This series of
paintings is inspired by Ryan’s
constant barrage of information
delivered to his studio via the
radio.

5 November 2010 6 February 2011

Travis Paterson - Taciturn a
reflection on and exploration of
visual narratives.

d/Art on Screen a two part
screening program of fresh
Australian video. On Wednesday 3 November at 11am Tara
Morelos, Acting Director of d/
Lux/MediaArts, will take a brief
look at the development of
video art in Australia showing
examples of experimental film
from the early 1980s through
to the current work of artists
shown in this exhibition.

Uki Hall Trust Celebrates
by Jayne Parrott
With excitement, anticipation and a huge sigh of relief, Uki Hall repairs are able to continue.
Uki Public Hall Trustees acknowledge the NSW Premier’s Dept for $10,000 received under the
‘Community Building Partnership Program’. We also
thank Thomas George MP for his assistance. Funds
will be directed toward much needed roof repairs.
We also thank the Dept of Families, Housing, Community Services and Indigenous Affairs after receiving
$1345 from Volunteers Grants 2010. These funds will
purchase a new fridge and other kitchen equipment.
A huge thank you to Bi-Rite Electrical for their generosity, and to the McClellands for donating a stove after their recent kitchen re-fit.
Further celebrations are in the planning stages, with
the date being set to mark our Centenary. 2011 will
see a combined celebration to mark 100 years since
the building of both the Uki School of Arts and St
Columba’s Catholic Church. Hall Trustees and the
Church Committee are planning a Queen’s Birthday
weekend full of festivities in June.
We are looking for photos, memorabilia, stories and
reminiscences and would love to hear from anyone
willing to volunteer. Email uki.public.hall@gmail.com
or phone Esma 6679 5185.

M’bah Theatre Company presents

All Types of Electrical
Work including
Domestic, Commercial
and Security Installations

By special arrangement with Domini Pty Ltd

LOCAL - UKI - TWEED VALLEY
SERVICING ALL AREAS

♦ Power points, lights & safety switches installed
♦ Air conditioning installed
♦ Ceiling fans, smoke detectors
♦ Hot water system & stove repairs

Country Energy Authorised Contractor
♦ We install & relocate meters and main
A fantastic show for all ages based on the novel by Roald Dahl
directed by Colin Elliott
The story is about a crafty fox
who finds himself and his family
targeted for death by three dumb,
pug-ugly farmers who tire of sharing their chickens with them. But
there's no outfoxing Mr. Fox! His
fine, furry family find their home

threatened by the terrible trio of
farmers and gang up with other
animals to save themselves from
starving. Fantastic Mr Fox devises a plan which will ensure full
stomachs for not only his family,
but all his friends.

Where: M’bah Civic Centre Auditorium
When: Sat 30 Oct 7:30pm, Sun 31 Oct 2pm, Sat 6 Nov 7:30pm, Sun 7 Nov 2pm,
special school performances Fri 29 Oct & Fri 5 Nov 10am
Cost:
tickets $12 adults, $5 kids aged 3+, available from M’bah Music Shop
(6672 5404) or at the door
For further info contact Rosemary on 6672 1520 or email rosieh@exemail.com.au
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switchboards
♦ We specialise in rural underground & overhead

services
♦ Mains / generator / solar change-over switches

Licensed telephone cabler
♦ Phone/fax & internet points installed
♦ Security alarms & 24 hour monitoring

FOR ALL ENQUIRIES & QUOTES PHONE
Mark Cave
Ph 6679 5999 or Mobile 0419 001 001
47 Braeside Drive, Uki 2484
caveelectrial@dodo.com.au
www.ukivillage.com.au

Premenstrual Syndrome (PMS)

by Judy Magee, Homoeopath

PMS is the name given to a collection of physical and
emotional symptoms related to a woman’s menstrual
cycle. The symptoms of PMS occur in the days or
weeks before a period and usually resolve once the
period has started. Some women experience mild
symptoms for just a day or two before their periods,
whereas others can feel physically uncomfortable and
emotionally strung out for up to two weeks every
month! Symptoms can include fatigue, faintness,
bloating, tender breasts, clumsiness, poor
concentration, weepiness, mood swings, depression,
irritability and anxiety. PMS will vary in form, intensity
and frequency from month to month and woman to
woman.

abdominal bloating.

The constitutional homoeopathic approach to treating
PMS is multi-faceted. The aim is to alleviate symptoms
and strengthen the whole constitution so that the body
will cope better with the monthly cycle, and produce
and maintain an appropriate amount of all related
hormones. Other valuable treatment measures can
include a diet that is balanced, wholesome, and high in
all nutrients – i.e. lots of whole grains, leafy greens
and other vegetables, good protein foods, and some
fruits, but a minimum of fruit juice. A ‘low glycaemic
index (low GI) diet’ of regular meals and proteinoriented snacks is often helpful. Other important
therapeutics include:

Omega-3 Essential Fatty Acids – Omega-3 essential
fatty acids are the healthy fats that come from food
sources such as fish oil. These healthy fats can help
manage pain, inflammation and PMS mood
symptoms. For advice on which herbs will suit you
best and how much you need, contact a qualified
practitioner.

Chaste Tree (Vitex agnus castus) – This herb has
been extensively researched for its ability to reduce
premenstrual breast pain and swelling, regulate the
menstrual cycle, reduce period pain, irritability, mood
swings and abdominal bloating. Chaste tree works by
helping to rebalance oestrogen and progesterone
levels.

Magnesium – This vital mineral is
required for stress management, energy production
and maintenance of healthy moods. Magnesium
deficiency is associated with PMS symptoms,
particularly irritability, depression, confusion,
headaches and muscle aches.
Calcium – Research shows that women with low
calcium levels have higher rates of PMS. Calcium is
the most abundant mineral in the body and if levels
are inadequate, this can cause PMS symptoms of
water retention, food cravings, muscle aches and
moodiness.

It is very important to remember that PMS is not an
inevitable or normal part of the menstrual cycle. If you
regularly experience these or other symptoms, then
seek some advice about how to best restore health
and well-being.

JUDITH MAGEE
Adv.Dip.Nat, Adv.Dip.Hom, Adv.Dip.Herb.Med,
Adv.Dip.Clinic Nut, MATMS, MAHA, MAROH

Naturopathy
Classical Homoeopathy
Clinical Nutrition
Herbal Medicine
Holistic Counselling

Dong Quai (Angelica polymorpha) – This herb has
been used for centuries in traditional Chinese herbal
medicine to help regulate the menstrual cycle and
reduce period pain.
Vitamin B6 – This important nutrient may assist in the
treatment of PMS by reducing anxiety, moodiness,
irritability, sugar cravings, breast tenderness and

Uki & Murwillumbah
ph 02 6679 5855 or 0414 370 259

Southport
ph 07 5571 0001

Health Fund Rebate Available

Mt Burrell Fruit
Quality farm fresh fruit & veg
Low prices, Friendly service
Organic section
7 days, 7.30am-7pm
ph 6679 7287
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Ukitopia Festival held Nov 19-21 is once again a
celebration of Uki Life, Arts and Culture. It is home to
the “Images of Uki” art exhibition and will
host loads of local music and performance.

Songwriters on the Songline The next “Songwriters
on the Songline” will be held at Uki Anglican Church
Sat 9 Oct. Ukitopia is delighted to present
a bill of sacred music from the other side
of Mount Jerusalem.

The Festival will open in Uki’s Holy Trinity
Church with a “Songwriters on the
Songline” performance on Friday evening
19 Nov. The Church will continue to host
artists on Saturday 20 Nov.

Headline artist Shai Shriki, gypsy guitarist, singer and oud player, will bring the
Middle East to Uki Church in a fusion of
contemporary and traditional sounds. This
is one not to be missed!

In addition, Saturday afternoon will be jam
packed with local young talent and creative arts workshops leading into an evening of diverse home grown performance
artists with “Dancing under the Stars” and
the spectacular opening ceremony of the
Images of Uki exhibition and festival.

In support at 7.30pm Vesica Pisces offer
an invitation to dive into the sacred
through sound. Inspired by the mystery of
sacred geometry, this Mullum three piece
weave strings, eastern tinged guitar and
soaring vocals to create a unique and uplifting experience.

Shai Shriki

On Sunday, the festivities will continue with performances all throughout Uki. The village will be alive with
music, art, food, workshops and culture!
A “Ukitopia catalogue of artists and festival program”
will be available before or during the event.

Tickets are limited (80 only), available from 30 Sept at
Uki Cafe and The Bookshop Mullumbimby. We will
retain 20 tickets on the door at 7pm, for those of you
who like to be in the moment. $20 or $15 for Ukitopia
members. Refreshments will be served up by the Chai
Potion crew and Rich Bell will be at the mixing desk.

Your local not-for-profit community technology asset!

Memories

Wanted!

Printed CDs & DVDs
We
can
print onto
CDs
and
DVDs. So
for
that
a d d e d
touch, come
and see us about personalising those
precious memories.

Uki Photos
We still need more photos for our
2011 calendar. This is an extended
chance to have your work immortalised on our 2011 calendar. Hurry!

Seniors Kiosk
Seniors Gaining Confidence
With Technology
FREE:
• Computer Access
• Broadband Internet Access
• Individual Training
• Workshops

“Call in and meet our friendly volunteers. Find out how we can help YOU!”

Ask us about our
Web Design Service!

Mon to Fri 9am-4pm, The Buttery, Kyogle Rd, Uki 2484 Ph/Fax : 02 6679 5399 ukivillage.com.au
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Fruit - the Optimal Human Food
by Dr Sandra Tuszynska, BAgSc, PhD Env Cellular Biology
Fruits are a forbidden food in our society. We have been
conditioned to look at fruit as a treat or a sugar filled desert,
not necessarily good for us when eaten in "excess". There
are many myths and fears associated with eating fruits
such as "too much fruit sugar is not good for children and
diabetics", and "fruit sugar and citrus acid is bad for your
teeth". These unsubstantiated myths are the primary reasons responsible for our health problems. We are designed
for fruit consumption and fruits should be the staple food in
our diet. Only by consuming fruits as our primary source of
nutrients can we attain optimum health and wellbeing.
Our colour vision, memory, ability to climb trees, grasp and
peal fruit and our natural sweet tooth are just the obvious
biological adaptations to fruit consumption. Our digestive
physiology and anatomy are almost identical to that of other
anthropoid primates such as the chimpanzee, orang-utan
and the gorilla. These animals are frugivores, they eat primarily fruits and leaves. Taxonomically we belong to the
great ape family called Hominidea. All of the other members of our family eat very similar diets except for us. They
are on average five times stronger than we are. Our relatives in the wild do not share our diseases and live 7 times
their age of maturity compared to only 4 times of the average human. We have cut down our lifespan by half largely
due to the dietary choices we have been conditioned into
over the last few hundred years. We have moved so far
away from the diet of fruits and leaves, for which we are
designed, that we suffer malnutrition and disease as a result.

ply of energy that is efficiently released into our bloodstream.
Fruits provide us with just the right amount of essential fatty
acids and amino acids. The soluble fibre present in fruits is
essential for our digestive system. It supplies oxygen and
roughage to eliminate waste. The abundant vitamins and
minerals present in fruits are essential for optimal wellbeing. While most animals produce their own vitamin C, those
animals adapted to eating fruits do not synthesise this vital
nutrients which is easily obtained from their natural diet. We
also rely on fruits for our vitamin C supplies. When we lack
this essential vitamin our immune system is prone to malfunction. Colds and flues are an accepted part of life in our
society, but are something very unnatural and unnecessary
- a signal of malnutrition, a fruit deficiency.
To raise our immunity it is essential to embrace fruits as the
staple foods in our diet. The easiest meal to substitute with
a fruit meal is breakfast. Try chopping two or three very ripe
bananas and grating in an apple or two, maybe add some
cinnamon and even maybe some soaked sultanas into the
mix and enjoy this fruitful “porridge”. I enjoy mine with finely
chopped celery in the mixture to add a crunch and all of the
essential amino acids present in the celery stalks.
For more info email fruitfulnutrition@gmail.com or go to
www.fruitfulnutrition.com

Fruits are the only foods which perfectly satisfy our caloric
requirements. Unlike other foods, they provide our bodies
with a fuel mixture which is required for optimal wellbeing.
Just like a racing car requires a particular ratio of fuel constituents, our food needs to contain the most optimal proportions of fuel providing nutrients. The nutrients which provide us with calories include carbohydrates, proteins and
fats. These have to be converted into glucose to be used
as fuel. The easier it is to derive glucose out of our diet the
more energy we gain. Our body requires glucose to feed all
of its cells. Brain, nerve and muscle cells are especially
hungry for glucose. At least 80% of our calories should
come from simple carbohydrates to optimally fuel our cells.
On average around 90% of fruit calories are in the form of
fructose and glucose. This provides us with an instant sup-

Uki Out Of School Care (OOSH) turns 10!
Uki Out Of School Care celebrated its 10th birthday on
16 September. The children were treated to a disco
with games and prizes and parents, ex staff and committee members joined the parents’ cafe.
Uki Kids Club: OOSH is a small non-profit organisation providing vital and vibrant afterschool childcare
for Uki children aged 5-12. If you can contribute a
birthday present, gifts like board games, paint, paint
brushes and the like would be much appreciated by
the children. For more info please call Natascha between 3-6pm on 6679 5024.
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NEW LISTINGS
IN YOUR AREA
URGENTLY NEEDED!
Unbeatable commission rates!

JYOTI
PAUL / MARTA
SUSAN
0438264382
0448191351
0447259959
LICENSEE: Christian Huettner #1275945
OFFICE: 02 6679 4115 / ukirealestate@ihug.com.au

JAYNE
0427474900

Flat 2.5% (gst inc) on Exclusive Listings.
Flat 3.0% (gst inc) on Open Listings.
NO HIDDEN COSTS
(MULTIPLE OCCUPANCIES BY NEGOTIATION)

THINKING OF SELLING?
ALREADY ON THE MARKET?
6 Reasons Why You Should Give Your Local
Agents A Go...
1. LOCATION.
We are the first port of call for people looking to buy in and around Uki.

2. SERVICE.
We offer a comprehensive print advertising schedule as well as featured
properties on realestate.com & www.ukirealestate.com.au

3. SUCCESS.
More sales in and around Uki than most other outside agencies.

4. LOCAL KNOWLEDGE.
All our sales team live, work and play in the Uki district and surrounds.

5. COMMUNITY.
We support our community with donations to local charities, community groups and
organisations in and around the Uki District.

6. VALUE.
Our lower overheads compared to the big franchises equals low commission rates for
you!!
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